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enough options out there, so we’re working on
a few things at the moment to try and
improve that.”

Solar has been used effectively in space
industries, and in defence an obvious
platform that could benefit from solar
energy is battery-powered Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Depending on costs
and the area available for development,
the wing section of a UAV can have PV
integrated into it. Ideally, rather than
simply attaching a solar solution onto the
aircraft, developers should integrate these
types of solutions into their products at
the design stage, which is something Mr
Sanderson believes is essential to get the
most out of solar.

He explained: “To get things to work
properly, right from the start, you would have
to have everybody sit around the table and
come up with an idea rather than trying to
bolt things on that don’t look right, and
probably won’t work. You hear a lot of horror
stories but that’s because things haven’t been
planned right from the beginning.”

It seems there are opportunities in using
solar technology to boost capability but
collaboration is essential to shine light on

what the best solutions for any project
would be. A rough road perhaps lies ahead
before the technology can be utilised to its
full effect. Solar can play a part in
improving equipment availability and
effectiveness, but to make this work Mr
Sanderson says there needs to be a
standardisation of power sources and
connectors. He also states there is a need to
ruggedise systems for harsh environments
using the latest materials to minimise
weight, infra-red reflectance and
reflectivity. Some of the materials used in
solar technology can last for 25-50 years
but companies like Solar Capture
Technologies are looking at ways to
improve their ruggedness and durability.

Currently, an A4 solar sheet will
probably offer around 12 watts of power,
meaning it is about 18 per cent efficient.
Most efficient are triple junction cells,
which are used for space. These cells are
about 40% efficient at present, while the
highest silicon cell efficiency is 22%. The
future of solar might also include flexible
organic PV and/or nanomaterials which
could be screen printed or aerosol sprayed.
Nanomaterials are being increasingly used

for things such as metal contacts and there
is research into paints that can be screen
printed onto clothing. With a market
developing for wearable technology,
developments in flexible electronics and
flexible batteries are also expanding. It’s
easy to imagine use of such technology in
a defence setting. Another interesting
aspect of solar that could be exploited in a
defence setting is that it is possible to
manipulate solar cells to change their
colour to gain an effect similar to
camouflage.

Solar can play its part in delivering a
wider low carbon energy solution for
defence. Reducing dependency on fossil
fuels, reducing transport costs and reducing
battery weight are all essential.The
innovative technologies emerging within
the sector are certainly impressive and could
prove significant in the drive to power the
MOD more efficiently without contributing
to climate change.

Further Information
For more information, visit:
www.solarcapturetechnologies.com

Black 1.2W and green 1W solar module with 2500mah lithium battery with solar charge controller attached by velcro
to MTP jacket pocket to allow charging 'on the go' – an example of what could be achieved for Soldier Systems

Aluminium substrate 030 can be located into solar cells A shaped module can fit into a specific applicationAluminium substrate 030 with IRR coating
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Solar technology:
powering defence energy solutions

The effects of climate change are wide ranging and have been experienced by most people in some
shape or form. Changes in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events are already being felt
and are likely to become more apparent over the next 50 years, both in the UK and abroad. MOD DCB
features writer Paul Elliott spoke to Gavin Sanderson, Equipment and Facilities Manager at Solar
Capture Technologies, about the role solar energy can play in helping the MOD meet its low carbon
energy targets.

he Ministry of Defence, like all UK
government departments, must
reduce its reliance on and
consumption of fossil fuels.

Innovation in energy technologies is
essential if the UK is to meet its challenging
future climate change goal of an 80 per cent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2050.The MOD’s climate change vision is to
ensure effective delivery of defence
capability that is robust to climate change
and does not substantially contribute to its
causes. Solar can be part of the resolution
and there are effective solutions on the
market now, and on the horizon, that can
contribute to greening the MOD.

Solar is already playing a positive role.
Some of the main benefits can be seen in
operating bases and on defence estates
where there has been success in reducing
power requirements.With LED lighting and
mobile powered devices using a lot less
power than before, using solar charging
facilities to obtain power is now a more
attractive option.The US Army in particular
is a shining example of how an organisation
can use solar effectively, with solar

technology at US military bases successfully
reducing costs.

Solar works particularly well as a remote
power solution as it reduces the need to
run cables. Cables are expensive and also
bring a number of health and safety issues.
For instance, if a cable is being used on a
rail or road there is the requirement to
cordon off the area and shut the rail or
road down, and there is a lot of cost
involved in doing so. It can also help solve
problems caused by the weight of batteries
through reducing the number of batteries
required for carrying.

There are further significant problems
surrounding the transport of traditional fuels

to the front line.The cost of fuel might be in
the region of a dollar per gallon, but by the
time that gallon gets to the front line the
cost multiplies to $400 if it’s carried by road
or $1000 if it’s flown by air. Effective use of
solar power can reduce the amount of fuel
that is transported in this way. It would also
by proxy reduce the number of casualties
sustained through fuel supply convoys.

Gavin Sanderson, Equipment and
Facilities Manager at Solar Capture

Technologies, a global photovoltaic (PV)
innovation business based in Blyth,
Northumberland, believes solar
technology is effective in delivering overall
energy cost savings. He said: “It’s not just
military uses, it’s emergency uses as well. It’s
if you’ve got anything with a battery system
– for example ambulances use them for
powering defibrillators and emergency
equipment. The ambulance would obviously
use the main engine to charge the battery
up but solar can supplement that, with a
saving of 20-30 per cent in fuel costs. Also,
you’ve got to change batteries every 12
months so with solar the lifetime of your
battery will increase, and your equipment
efficiency will increase.”

Solar Capture Technologies specialises in
the manufacture of custom-designed high-
value solar modules, cells and systems.The
company, consisting of scientists, engineers
and production staff, has considerable
experience in the manufacture and
application of high-value PV technology.
Is this technology being used to its full
potential yet? 

Mr Sanderson doesn’t think so. He replied:
“I think it’s easier to use fossil fuels. You can
usually plan your requirements more easily
because fossil fuels have been used for many
years. However, I think depending on your
operations you probably now have to be
planning for effective solar. You are going to
have to start thinking about using solar
technologies rather than relying on getting
and using a certain amount of fuel every day.
We need to be reducing that.

“I don’t think solar is being effectively used
at the moment, but I also don’t think there are
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“You are going to have to start thinking about
using solar technologies rather than relying on
getting and using a certain amount of fuel every
day. We need to be reducing that”

Gavin Sanderson, Equipment and Facilities Manager, Solar Capture Technologies


